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Dear Colleague,

Happy New Year. We hope you believe in miracles, as I am sure 2024 will

bring forth some amazing changes and opportunities. Our First Nation People

are working on reinvigorating the political scene a bit, like they have

achieved in NZ. One thing is for sure should this all come to fruition there will

be a trend back to Natural Remedies over synthetic coal tar based ones. I

think if you want to know, more join Queensland Health Practitioners on

Telegram. An exciting year is unfolding.

 
Lets keep praying for things to get better in the worlds war zones and that

24, these horrible wars finish.

 
If you have not experienced the benefit of using or prescribing BioActiv GIT

plus Zinc Forte, Every praccy now knows about the gut brain connection.

This Super Food, super nutritious remedy is without a doubt a world class

formulation that is a phenomenal practice builder as the benefits are seen

and felt very quickly and go on to help in the restoration process. 

 
Over the break, I have blended the ingredients for a new batch of BioActiv

Magneze powder. I get excited thinking about how in such measurable

amounts the efficacy is high and this is a Rolls Royce Magnesium Powder with

5 types of Mg and the best cofactors for energy and enzyme production. It's

also great for those active, wanting to have a thermogenic nutritional to

boost their training. Tastes terrific and can be combined with LIPO C in a

water bottle to sip through the day. In the anti-aging stakes we need all

these ingredients in meaningful amounts daily and very necessary when

there are Polymorphisms and Pyroluria then Magneze should be considered.

   

I hope you get a benefit from listening to the Jan Podcast. I apologise for the

podcast being a bit ummy. I have had a speech issues for several years from

an injury and had to learn to overcome a number of odd issues to be able to

be fully understood. I never write anything down I give a podcast from an

idea and start talking. I expect in the months ahead my delivery will be much

tighter as practice makes perfect (I hope). Please see January Specials

for full details on Magneze picture and ingredients.

January Podcast



Listen to Glen's Podcast HERE!

January Specials

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/gcuidyonzyfsfc7fnumyz/Glen_AUDIO-2024-01-02-10-57-49.m4a?rlkey=l67fjesjqzbb7hmuxqprvfvaq&dl=0






Great News for Bioresearch

 
Great news Bioresearch is back!  Standing the test of time the most amazing

homoeopathic formulations of the modern times and for the modern illnesses.

You will find the Bioresearch stock on Bioactiv.com.au and the extensive list

of Compounding ingredients we stock.

When you are a Bioresearch fan you always have Formua 12 + in the stable

as it underpins many of the protocols. 

From an antiaging point of view and to kick the life force back into gear like

what I did after being drugged to the hilt with hospital meds and arrived home

in Iatrogenic shock, is take 10 drops of Formula 12+ under your tongue upon

arising . One of the best companions to that, as a full on adaptogen is take

Formula GT 6 drops 3-4 times daily (30 mins before meals) to help the health

and healing of the bones, overcome adrenal exhaustion and restore peristalsis.



One of the effects on me from the bite was my blood pressure kept falling

dangerously low and Adrenal exhaustion CFS common to Lymes. 3 weeks on

BP is averaging 115 over 75 pulse 65 and I am 75, hows that? I take 10 ml of

our  Lipo C twice daily as the other booster. 

With Bioresearch in your practice, success builds success in your treatment

protocols. 

Compounding  

 
I explained this in the December newsletter let us know if you need another

copy. I did forget to mention this, 3 grams at near bedtime is best boosted by

another 3 grams of Bioactiv Magneze a brillant pleasant tasting tangy

companion for a beautiful nights sleep and youthful recovery. Helps build lean

muscle and strength, and a great weight management hack that can dovetail

into the Simeon or Keto diet for better results. 

 
A powerful brew below for you to make up for your patients and they will love

you for it. Make up 100grams and give a 3 gram serve 30 mins before bed

with the Magnese in a glass of water. Bring down cortisol, help strengthen the

nerves after a stressful day waking up with a brighter mood are the sorts of

things to expect from your patients. Those wanting more sex drive should see

that improve also:

 
Compound these ingredients together:

Arginine Pyroglutamate                      40 grams                      1200mg

L Lysine                                            30 grams                      900mg

Citruline Malate                                 10 grams                      300mg

Ornithine Alfa Keto Glutarate              10 grams                      300mg

L Theanine                                        6.7 grams                     200mg 

5 HTP                                               3.3 grams                     100mg 

 
Depression.

5 HTP which we now have available in the compounding range, has been found

to treat mild depression. The greatest tool on the planet is grounding and

light. Millions of dollars has been spent on research in the development of the

Bioptron Clinic polychromatic light device on the stand and some of the most

beneficial outcomes is helping lift the mood substantially. This can save lives.

Your chances of getting a near new machine for $7k off the new price is

winning a lottery and there are so many more applications for this powerful

light therapy in even beauty, body work and acupuncture. See devices for sale

below.

New EventBrite Webinar with Ann Vlass



Devices and Equipment
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Device Sale! Prices Reduced: up to 50% OFF

 
We have limited equipment that we are no longer distributors for and would

like them to go to a good home. So we are now offering around 50% OFF the

normal price for what's left. These are real bargains. These equipment items

may be depreciated through your business as a tool of trade. Prices are GST-

free. Contact us for more information.

 
When I was a clinician over many decades I regularly gave light therapy with

Bioptron, the world's most researched polychromatic healing light device. The

big unit we have here for sale is normally around $18,000 inc. We are

prepared now to sell you our unit for the incredible bargain price of $9250 inc

so be quick. Payment can be made in 4x credit card instalments (including

AMEX). This is the most revered device overseas for beauty therapy, aiding

injuries, burns, acne and mood disorders. Several leading Australian hospitals

have this in their burns unit. It is the most researched device overseas for the

successful treatment of depression. When I bought this it had registrations for

around 40 conditions. However, the rules around all light devices have

changed and they can only be advertised to the general public as beauty

therapy devices. This is an incredible shame as they can do much more to help

the patient by a country mile.

Ozone Kit

One Complete new ozone kit no

longer needed for sale for $2500

plus GST

AcuGraph Prof. System

$4,196.44 Less 50% + FREE delivery

Qi Laser set

$515.62 Less 50% + Free Delivery
PointO Select

$972.40 Less 50% + FREE Delivery

Multiwave Oscillator

$1950 for the complete unit.

Healy Devices

New Resonance $1600 and New
Resonance with Coil $1750

Warmest regards

Glen, Ebba and the BioActiv Team

Contact Us
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registered with BioActiv Healthcare
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